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at work
Ease of use
Economical
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Newly renovated
Widely
Employable
Ergonomic
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„Tillium saves a lot
of energy, but the
most important thing
is that Tillium
relieves my back
from strain“

What is Tillium?
Lifting heavy counter tops costs
a lot of energy and we haven’t
even mentioned the physical
strain for kitchen installers and
the danger of counter tops slipping out of people’s hands and
being damaged. Tillium puts an
end to the problems and dangers
of fitting counter tops.
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INTRODUCTION

Tillium is a machine that has been
designed to relieving kitchen installers while they are installing
heavy kitchen parts, such as
counter tops or built-in appliances. With Tillium a heavy counter
top can be installed precisely at
the correct height. Besides that,
Tillium is perfectly suited for installing cabinets, heavy ovens or
fireplaces and Tillium kan also be
used as a worktable. Thanks to
its wide spectrum of use Tillium
has become a big success in Europe. Tillium is durable, practical and it is manufactured in the
Netherlands.

Better to
be save
than sorry

Possibilities
Tillium is ideal for installing
counter tops and built-in appliances. Even the heaviest
counter tops can easily be installed with the granite table.
Thanks to the lever, heavy
machines up to a height of 96
inch can easily be installed. Besides that, Tillium is usable as
a mobile worktable. The lever
plateau can directly be placed
on the vertically adjustable column which you can use to create extra work space or a support plateau.

Decreased
physical strain
Heavy counter tops are becoming more and more popular.
These heavy counter tops give
the modern kitchen a wonderful look, but they cause many
problems during the installation of the kitchen. The weight
of these fragile counter tops
is the most important cause
of back problems and joing
problems in kitchen installers.
With Tillium, kitchen installers
never have to carry the entire weight of the counter tops

again. Tillium’s large wheels
ensure that moving counter
tops to the location only takes
a fraction of the usual effort.
Also, Tillium’s height is adjustable so that the counter top
can be quickly installed at the
right height.

Increased
pleasure at work
Besides decreasing physical
strain, Tillium increases pleasure at work among kitchen
installers because installing
counter tops is made easier
and quicker. Increased pleasure at work results in greater
motivation and productivity
among kitchen installers.

user, less chance of damage
to costly kitchen parts and a
greater labor productivity by
increased pleasure at work In
short, Tillium is an investment
that will be returned many
times over.

Perfect size
Tillium is mobile, manoeuvrable and quickly employable.
Because of its modular build
Tillium is able to be transported compactly. Tillium is
only 27 inch wide and can fit
easily through any doorway.

Financial benefit
Tillium is also financially beneficial, because with Tillium
a kitchen can be installed with
more ease and with less people. But the financial benefit
is not only achieved by decreased labor time and a smaller
number or workers. Tillium is
also responsible for a decrease
in absenteeism by relieving the

ADVANTAGES
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tHE Variations
Set Up
Tillium consists of the following parts:
· Stand with durable swivel wheels;
· Lever column;
· Diverse set up modules;
		
- Granite table for heavy counter tops;
		
- arm for cabinets and appliances which are to be
placed at a height;
		
- Worktable for saws, drills or support, for example.

Tillium with granite table
This set up consists out of the stand, lever colum and granite table and it is suited for lifting, tilting and installing sheet material,
such as heavy counter tops. The sheet material can be lifted,
transported, tilted and put into the correct position with extreme
precision and control, while it is in a vertical position.
·E
 asy transport of (heavy) counter tops;
· Precise and controled lifting of counter tops to the
desired counter height;
·S
 implified transport of the counter top to the desired
location;
·P
 hysical strain is significantly reduced;
·L
 ess chance of damage to costly countertops or
kitchen parts;
· Maximal amount of taxable weight is 550 pound.

Tillium with lever arm
This set up consists of the stand, lever column and lever arm and
it is suitable for transporting, lifting and installing cabinets and
(built-in) appliances at any height. With a reach of up to 96 inch.
A few applications are:
· I nstallation of fireplaces, appliances or cabinets;
·T
 ransport of heavy parts;
· I nstallation of heavy kitchen sinks;
· I nstallation and lifting of porches;
·W
 hat else could you lift?
· Maximal taxable weight is 220 pound

Tillium with worktable
The plateau that is used with the lever arm can also be placed
directly onto the lever column. With Tillium there is always a
worktable within reach. Supporting, unpacking, sawing, drilling;
it can all be done on Tillium’s mobile platform.
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VARIATIONS

Parts
Overview
Thanks to the diverse modules
the machine has many functions:

Stand
The basis of the stability begins
with the stand. It is made of
high quality steel. Four durable
swivel wheels are available in
two measurements. The stand
is covered with rubber to prevent damage.

Lever Column
The lever column is the core of
Tillium. The hydraulic cylinder
can be used with a dual acting
foot pedal. The lever column
can be easily attached to the
stand

Granite table
The adjustable granite table is
ideal for installing heavy counter tops. With this part, a counter top that weights 550 pound
can be easily transported and
installed. The granite table can
be tilted in two directions.
For oblong counter tops there
is even the possibility of extending the granite table for optimal support. The counter top
is then carried horizontally on
four places across its width.

Lever
With the aluminium lever heavy
built-in appliances such as
microwaves, ovens or cooker
hoods, but also kitchen cabinets can be installed. The lever can carry a weight of 220
pound and has a reach of 96
inch.

Plateau
The lever plateau can also be
placed on the Tillium without
the lever. Tillium functions as
an extra workbench that can
be vertically adjusted.

Stabilizers
For extra stability while installing heavy kitchen parts, you
have the option of attaching
simple stabilization tubes. This
can be necessary in a number
of cases to prevent the danger
of inbalance. The stabilization
tubes offer perfect stability.

Movies and photos:
www.tillium.eu
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SPECIFICATIONS
Part

#

MM

Inch

POUND Material

1. Stand

1

710x680

28x27

46

HT Steel

2. Lever Column

1

180x120

7x4,5

46

HT Steel

3. Granite Table

1

670x670

26x26

31

HT Steel

4. Lever

1

1700

67

35

Aluminium

5. Plateau

1

500x500

20x20

11

Wood

6. Stand stabilization tubes

3

750

30

35

HT Steel

7. Granite table support tubes

2

1500

59

26

HT Steel

8. Set Up arm

2

670x45

26x2

16.5

HT Steel

9. Arm extensions

2

165

7

HT Steel

For more information and applications, visit our www.tillium.eu
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Possible Options

Gutters

Vertical clamp & granite rolls
With these extra parts you can
easily roll heavy counter tops on
Tillium from your trailer or bus.

Gutter pieces have been especially designed for Tillium. With
the help of these gutter pieces,
doorsteps and thresholds up to a
height of 6,3 inch can be crossed
with ease.
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A Product of Ophuis Engineering

Authorized Dealer
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